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Easy & Fast 
Billing
Generate batch wise invoices
,with detailed information about
 different Businesses

Auto-Bank 
Reconciliation
Avail online banking option with 
ICICI Bank and Auto-Bank 
reconciliation

Inventory
Manage inventory levels, set 
reorder points to replenish 
stock and save your loses due 
to expiry.

Barcode 
Management
Helps encode & centralize all 
products information in a barcode 
so that it becomes simple for store

ImportPurchase

Allow to import purchase from any
excel or csv format to save your 
time with 100% accuracy

Touch Screen

Helpful feature which improves 
ease of use and enables 
businesses to pop up groups

Our Features



GST - VAT
filing
Push transactions into the GST 
portal and directly file returns from 
Trade Erp

Reporting
Stay on top of your finances with 
powerful 1000’s of sales, purchase,
inventory & accounting reports

Expiry 
management
Keeps a track of expiry date 
and timely return to supplier before the 
product expires.



In Trade mate ERP Software, there is a very 
beneficial option "Live Credit Limit's". With the
help of this Credit Limit Management option, the
users can set the credit limit for their customers.

Live Credit Limit 
Management

Bill Audit feature leaves no room for mistakes & 
errors throughout the process from bill 
generation to delivery.

Bill Audit Dispatch 
Management



Notifications & Alert 
System
Notification and Alert System allows getting 
instant custom alerts through e-mail or SMS. 
The system allows to keep the team/ business 
updated about inventory and transactions.

Stock Clearance 
Management
Trade ERP Software has developed an option 
"Stock Clearance" through which the user can set
some items which are required to be sold out as
soon as possible from the stock.



Offer & Scheme 
Management
Trade mate ERP is integrated with 
some brilliantbusiness boosters like 
sms integration, email facilities



POS software
A Smart GST-ready inventory & accounting software that 
helps you keep a control on your store with smart billing, 
reporting and inventory management features.  Helps you
never overstore or go out of stock. Barcode, Touch Screen,
Smart purchase,  Discount & schemes & 1000's of other 
features helps you grow your profits & scale.



The hallmark qualities which have propelled Orbit IT 
Solutions to become a world class business solution 
provider to discerning clients across the globe. 
ORBIT develops custom software solutions based 
on a range of platforms and technologies, including 
Windows,Macintosh, Unix, Linux, .Net, J2EE, J2SE, 
J2ME, Symbian OS, Android, Windows Mobile and 
other mobile embedded systems. other mobile embedded systems. The development 
center of ORBIT is aimed at utilizing the potentials of 
greater human resource availability at most effective 
costs. It comprises of expert staff and  efficient facility 
that provides full service. With a state-of the-art 
facility and infrastructure, ORBIT development center 
can assure you of the best of solutions affordable at 
very low costs. very low costs. 

Vayaskara Lane, Star Junction, Kottayam
Kerala, India - 686039
Tel: 0481 2587181, +91 9037787181, +91 9847227351
email: orbititsol@gmail.com, www.orbititsolution.com

Customized Softwares, Cloud Computing, IT Consultancy,
Biometric Items, POS, Web Development, ERP Solutions, 

RFID, SEO/SEM, Barcode


